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QUESTION 1

How does a high-gain omni-directional antenna compare to a typical omni-directional antenna? 

A. it provides more multi-user spatial streams. 

B. it provides more coverage in the horizontal direction than in the vertical direction. 

C. it provides more single-user spatial streams. 

D. it provides more coverage in both the horizontal and vertical directions. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has an Aruba solution with a guest WLAN named exam_guest. A network administrator creates the guest
WLAN with the wizard and does not change any of the default roles. The authentication server does not send particular
role assignments for authorized users. The company wants to deny guest access to specific IP rnages after the guests
authenticate. For which role should the administrator create the rule to deny this traffic? 

A. exam_guest-guest-logon 

B. authorized 

C. guest-logon D. guest 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A company currently uses Instant APs (IAPs), all managed by a virtual controller. The company expects to double in
size without the next 18 months. The network manager wants to purchase additional APs to service the increased
traffic 

load. The network manager also wants to deploy a Mobility Controller (MC) to manage all APs. 

How should the network administrator adapt the current IAPs to a controlled architecture? 

A. Manage both the MCs and IAP clusters with Aruba Central. 

B. Configure the IAPs to establish CPSec tunnels to the new MCs. 

C. Manage both the MCs and IAP clusters with a Mobility Master (MM). 

D. Convert the IAPs to Campus APs controlled by the new MCs. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A network administrator examines a list of 2.4GHz clients with low performance in the Mobility Master (MM) dashboard.
Which property for a client should pose a concern as a potential performance issue? 

A. Radio PHY of HT 20MHz 

B. Max speed of 72Mbps 

C. Goodput data rate of 12 Mbps 

D. Usage of 10 MB 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What are two criteria that distinguish different Aruba Mobility Controller (MC) models from each other? 

A. firewall speed and ability to act as a standalone controller or not 

B. number of supported users and firewall throughput 

C. number of supported APs and ability to support 802.11ac APs or not 

D. number of supported users and ability to support 802.11ac APs or not 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A company deploys a wireless network in a typical office environment with many surfaces where the signal can bounce.
Which 802.11 technology uses the characteristics of this environment to increase wireless speeds? 

A. Channel bonding 

B. Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) 

C. Transmit Power Control (TPC) 

D. QAM modulation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 
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The exhibit shows the AAA profile for a WLAN on an Aruba solution. This WLAN uses 802.1X to authenticate users to a
RADIUS server. A user successfully authenticates with 802.1X, but the RADIUS server does not send a role
assignment. How does the Aruba firewall handle the role assignment for this user? 

A. It does not assign a role. 

B. It applies the Aruba VSA role employee. 

C. It assigns the logon role. 

D. It assigns the authenticated role. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibit. 
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The exhibit shows output from a Mobility Master (MM) dashboard. What does the health status indicate? 

A. It takes the AP about twice as long to send data to the client as expected if all transmissions succeeded. 

B. About half of the heartbeats the client sends reaches the Mobility Manager (MM). 

C. The maximum data rate that 802.11ac supports is about twice as high as the data rate the client uses. 

D. The client device only complies with about half of the rules in the endpoint health policy. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A company has a Mobility Master (MM) solution that manages Mobility Controllers (MCs) in several groups. The
company has several WebCC licenses and wants to reserve these licenses for MCs in the Sunnyvale group only. How
can a network administrator achieve this goal? 

A. Associate the MAC addresses for the Sunnyvale MCs with the licenses when they are generated. 

B. Make sure to be at the Managed Network > Sunnyvale level in the MM Interface when the licenses are installed. 

C. Install the licenses on the MM, and allocate them to a dedicated local pool for the Sunnyvale group. 

D. Install the licenses directly on the MCs in the Sunnyvale group, and activate the licneses locally. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A network administrator needs to configure firewall rules for three roles: 

1.

 Finance 

2.

 Sales 

3.

 Employee 

Several rules apply to both the Employee and Sales roles, but not to the Finance role. What is the simplest way to
configure these rules? 

A. Define the Employee and Sales roles as internal roles, and then configure the rules as global rules for internal users. 

B. Apply these rules as a subnet-based policy, and then ensure that only Employee and Sales users are assigned IP
addresses in that subnet. 

C. Select either the Employee or Sales role, and then configure these rules within the global policy. 
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D. Create a policy with these rules, and then apply that policy to the Employee and Sales roles. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A company has a Mobility Master (MM)-based solution. How does a Mobility Controller (MC) behave if it loses contact
with all MM nodes? 

A. The MC loses all licenses and cannot support APs or clients. 

B. The MC retains its current licenses for 30 days. 

C. The MC contacts Aruba Activate and uses the licensing limits defined there. 

D. The MC maintains only licenses that have been locally installed on it. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

A company has an Aruba solution that is monitored by AirWave. Several users have recurring connectivity and
performance issues with their wireless clients. How can network administrators use AirWave to minitor these clients
more easily? 

A. Specify the clients as Watched Cliesnts and view the tables and graphs for these clients. 

B. Click the Down icon in the Airwave banner to quickly see a list of issues with client connections. 

C. Use the Client > Tags windows to tag the client for periodic checks and analysis. 

D. Run Device Summary reports and filter for the client MAC addresses within the report. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A network administrator adds a global rule in the area shown in the exhibit. Where does the global rule take effect? 

A. It immediately applies only to the guest role, as part of the final policy applied to the role.Administrators cannot apply
the rule to other roles. 

B. It immediately applies to the guest role and other roles, as part of the first policy applied to the role. 

C. It immediately applies to the guest role and other roles, as part of the final policy applied to the role. 

D. It immediately applies only to the guest role and other roles, as part of the first policy applied to the role.
Administrators can choose to apply the rule to other roles. 

Correct Answer: D 
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